
The BIG JANOME Skill Share with Jenni Smith welcomes Lynne 
Edwards as one of our prestigious Judges  

 

Lynne describes herself as a teacher who quilts, rather than a quilter who does some teaching. 

As a qualified primary school teacher Lynne has a way of connecting with people and just 

makes the world feel a better place. 

Lynne discovered a passion for fashion and making clothes at college, it was the 60s, a more 

flexible time when group work and daylong projects that embraced every aspect of education, 

involving words, numbers and general creativity. It was then that Lynne started introducing textile projects into everyday 

activities, and even basic dressmaking in after-school clubs once a week. The school provided a couple of sewing machines and 

the mother of one of the children in the class who was a trained dressmaker, offered help during the after-school sessions. Lynne 

who was entirely self-taught, learned so much from this quiet and unassuming lady who put her right in the nicest of ways about 

using machines and interpreting patterns. Lynne recalls the boys would vie with each other to use the sewing machines as they 

loved machinery and very soon collage and appliquéd and embellished wall hangings were produced. Lynne also ran patchwork 

clubs in Middle-School and entered the National Patchwork Championships. A lifetime of creativity and inspiring others followed.  

As Janome approach 100 years we are delighted to have Lynne join us in our quest to inspire others to take up the passion which 

has been such a big part of her life.  

In more recent time Lynne has run regular all-day classes with eight groups of students in Chelsworth, Suffolk. These all started as 

courses to make a Sampler Quilt, learning a variety of skills both hand and machine.  They had continued as monthly quilt-making 

classes, where everyone does their own projects and she helps them as needed until the Covid-19 pandemic arrived. 

Each session began with a talk from Lynne where everyone gathers round. Lynne would introduce new ideas and projects with 

worksheets, demonstrate techniques or strategies for getting round a tricky part of a process, talk about current exhibitions and 

publications. Unfortunately the pandemic has brought her classes to a sudden halt, so Lynne decided to find a new way and film 

her ‘Gather round and we’ll make a start’ talks with her “extraordinarily able IT consultant Alice” and send out to all the students. 

Initially this was just for Chelsworth regulars, however the interest has stretched beyond these groups and now you can sign up 

for sessions. The modest fee entitles you to watch the films, take part in the projects and to contact Lynne individually with any 

queries if needed, just as you would do in class.  Most of this is by e-mail although if necessary, Lynne will resort to skype or 

facetime etc to sort it out the issue. 

 

Should you wish to contact Lynne and share her ‘Gather round and we’ll make a start’ video films  

Lynnes email is lynneedwardsquilts@me.com 
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